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Abstract: Mobility as a Service (MaaS) is the new approach in transportation systems that allows
users to use different transport services as a single option, by using digital platforms and with
integrated design. In MaaS many actors can be identified: MaaS operators, MaaS companies, MaaS
users, citizens, system manager/planner. In order to be able to design the system in an integrated way,
it is necessary to identify comprehensive methodologies that make it possible to reach sustainability
targets in a context where the decisions to be taken are shared between several operators and affect
users and citizens. In this paper, the methods to be adopted for the design of an integrated transport
service system have been studied. The main aim of this paper concerns the specification of transport
system models for estimating the effects of decision-makers’ actions on MaaS. The consolidated
design methodologies of transport networks have been extended in the context of the MaaS. The
paper reports a methodology that can be used and describes the main models to be used, which derive
from consolidated specifications in the field of transport systems engineering. The methodologies
have to be integrated into Intelligent and Communication Technology systems to build the Intelligent
Transport System in the MaaS environment.
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1. Introduction

There is a large corpus of literature on technologies, methods and models aimed to
increase sustainable mobility. Sustainability, as general issue, is a challenge at global level.
In the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development [1,2], sustainable mobility is one of the
pillars to consider for achieving the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).

The transport system design, and more in general, the transportation planning pro-
cess aims to find transport solutions, in terms of infrastructure and services, that allows
people and business to realise main ordinary activities, such as jobs, education, leisure [3].
Traditionally, Transport Systems Models (TSMs) support transport planning and design
processes in order to find the solutions and estimate potential effects. In recent years,
Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs) allowed to providing new types of
mobility services such as car-sharing and ride-sourcing [4]. Moreover, ICTs enable further
insight of transport system, providing personalised solutions based on travel user’s needs.
TSMs and ICTs and constitute the main elements of an Intelligent Transport System (ITS).
This is one of the main characteristics of the Mobility as a Service (MaaS), that allows
users to use different transport services as a single option, by using digital platforms with
the transport services designed with an integrated method and considered as an unicum.
Nevertheless, beyond the support of ICT solutions, the available transport options inside
a MaaS framework, have to be designed adopting consolidated transport methodologies,
extended and revised for the specific case. MaaS cannot be considered a mere integration of
ICT platforms and single optimized transport services, or a new alternative service offered
to transport users. MaaS generates from the integration of transport services and ICT solu-
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tions. One of the main problems of MaaS platforms is related to modelling users’ behaviour
as well as effects of decision-makers’ actions (e.g., transport services characteristics) [5].

The general objective of the paper is to explore how consolidated methods on transport
services design could be updated and revised in order to provide to planners and operators
for a support for the service planning process inside a MaaS framework.

The paper mainly deals with the following two research topics:

• MaaS, comprehending literature on new approaches to mobility evolving from the
traditional concept of transport services, based on services provided with a single
transport mode, to the concept of MaaS, based on consumer mobility needs provided
by an integration of services that allow door-to-door trips without the need to own a
private vehicle [6]; MaaS concept is strictly connected to ICT;

• Methods for transport services design, that allow planners to reach an equilibrium
between the mobility needs (demand) and transport services (supply) in an inte-
grated way, in presence of Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITSs) [7–9]. This topic
comprehends literature on:

� Network Design Problem (NDP), including methods (models and procedures)
to design transport infrastructures and its topology;

� Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP), including methods (models and procedures)
to design transport and mobility services;

� TSMs, including methods (models and procedures) that support NDP and VRP
for demand, supply and demand-supply interaction.

Each class of methods, with their specific potentialities, support different actors (i.e., MaaS
operators, system manager/planner) involved in the design and management of a MaaS.

In the authors’ knowledge, the evaluation of potential contributes of TSMs to plan
MaaS services started to be studied recently, and it requires further research to be consoli-
dated and integrated (a state of the art is reported in Section 2). There are some seminal pa-
pers in this specific area. Kamargianni et al. [10] proposed an integrated transport modelling
framework to simulate the effects of MaaS inside the transport system and incorporated
MaaS-oriented features into an integrated supply and demand activity-based model.

The main objective of the paper is to investigate the way to incorporate MaaS concepts
into transport supply models, in order to adopt consolidated design methods to design
MaaS services for reaching sustainability goals. The main issue concerns the resources
optimization in order to guarantee the new mobility needs of people, or, in other words,
to design a Sustainable MaaS (S-MaaS). In particular, the paper proposes a supply design
methodology aimed to optimize mobility services for people in order to minimize resources.
As far as concerns S-MaaS, a digital platform is necessary but not sufficient to reach the
integration of services. TSMs support ex-ante evaluations of potential effects produced by
decision-makers’ actions. TSMs also support ex-post evaluations in providing estimated
data that could cover the lack of observed data.

The novelties of this paper are reported in the following.

• The investigation of methods, models and (energy and ICT) technologies inside a
framework to support the MaaS policies definition, constituted by transport facilities
and services, optimising the use of resources in presence of a ITS (Section 3).

• The proposal of a design model in order to support system managers and/or planners
in the design of an integrated transport service inside Maas (Section 4)

• The specification of the main variables and constraints of the proposed design model
to be adopted in MaaS context (Section 5).

The following part of paper is subdivided into four sections. Section 2 reports the
state of the art concerning the two topics of the paper: MaaS and methods for transport
services design. Section 3 illustrates the proposed framework for supporting MaaS policies
definition. Section 4 reports an optimization model that can be adopted for services design
in a MaaS context. Section 5 reports a specification of the main components (variables,
objectives and constraints) of the optimization model to support system manager and/or
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planner in the design of sustainable MaaS services. The last section reports the conclusions
and the research perspectives.

2. State of the Art

The section presents the literature review concerning the two main elements consid-
ered in the paper: MaaS and design methods of transport facilities and services.

2.1. Mobility as a Service

“MaaS is a user-centric, intelligent mobility management and distribution system,
in which an integrator—the MaaS Operator—brings together offerings of multiple mobil-
ity service providers and provides end-users access to them through a digital interface,
allowing them to seamlessly plan and pay for mobility” [11].

The MaaS concept was firstly introduced by Hietanen [12]. According to him, MaaS is
an ecosystem, where the demand of mobility of users and the supply of bundled infrastruc-
tures and services interact in a digital interface powered by a service provider.

The successive debate focused on the main approaches of MaaS (see [13] for a review).
According to Holmberg et al. [14], MaaS includes several transport services, from peer-to-
peer services to services that attempt to optimize the connection between individual cars
and public transport. Kamargianni et al. [10] proposed that intermodal planning, booking
and payment functionalities, as well as multiple transport modes and mobility packages,
are important components of MaaS.

Some authors emphasized the user-centric vision of MaaS [15]. According to this,
MaaS ensures the possibility to concentrate the booking and payment operations and the
possibility to offer mobility services tailored on user’s preferences [16,17]. Some recent
works underline the need to develop frameworks for analyzing MaaS policy programs [18].

Several authors [12,19,20] highlighted the key role of ICT and Internet because they
allow to collect, process, and transmit information to users; and to integrate information
among users, providers, and services.

Other authors consider sustainability as the goal of MaaS. According to Giesecke
et al. [20], MaaS enables to modify transport users’ behaviours towards a sustainable goal.
According to König et al. [21], MaaS offers tailored mobility solutions to transport users
with the goal of achieving a more sustainable transport. By implementing and delivering
innovative services as MaaS, it could be possible to enhance accessibility and equity through
a shift from ownership-based to access-based transportation [22,23].

2.2. Design Methods for Transport Facilities and Services (NDP and VRP)

Two main design methods (NDP and VRP) can be identified to support the services
design inside MaaS, as reported in the next sub-sections.

The service design has to be supported by the specification-calibration-validation of a
demand model, according to the consolidated methodologies reported in [24,25]. Travel
demand models are estimated and applied in a MaaS context in recent papers [10,26,27].
Travel demand models are relevant but they are out of the scope of this paper.

2.2.1. Network Design Problem (NDP)

The NDP refers to the optimal design of road or transit network in terms of topology
and capacity. NDP can be classified according to: the variables type (continuous or discrete
or mixed), the mode (road or transit or mixed).

Examples of discrete variables are the lane allocation in road systems or the route in
the transit systems; examples of continuous variables are the junctions’ regulation in road
systems or the frequencies in transit systems.

Road Network

In the discrete case the first approaches for links allocation are proposed by Billheimer
and Gray [28], Chen and Alfa [29] and Zhou et al. [30].
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In the continuous case, two sub-cases arise [31,32]: no path choice model and isolated
junctions (some of the main initial papers are [33–35] or interacted junctions (some of the
main initial papers are [36–39]; path choice model and isolated junctions (some of the main
initial papers are [35,39,40] or isolated junctions (some of the main initial papers are [36,41].
In mixed case some heuristics are proposed in [31] and a procedure for solutions selection
is proposed in Russo and Vitetta [42].

Transit Network

Russo [43] presented a method for frequencies design; Guihaireab and Hao [44]
presented an extended review concerning the design and the scheduling of the transit
network for supporting the strategic and tactical steps of transit planning. Bourbonnais
et al. [45] proposed a transit network design integrating road supply and travel demand.

Huang et al. [46] propose a multimodal transit network framework for the design of
rail and bus services based on the concept of MaaS.

2.2.2. Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP)

The VRP refers to the best design of the route followed by passenger or freight vehicles
when more than two points have to be visited. The VRP has been extensively studied in
literature (for a detailed state-of-the-art see [47–49]. The solution approach is based on
two approaches: exact and heuristic. In the exact approach two methods are proposed:
lagrangian relaxations [50,51] and Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition [52–54]. In the heuristics
approach many heuristics procedures are proposed: genetic [55]; parallel genetic [56]; tabu
search [57,58]; simulating annealing [59,60].

With the introduction of electric and hybrid vehicles the VRP was reformulated for
considering the new open problems connected to sustainability theme [61]: battery recharge
aspects [62]; mixed routing and recharge location points [63]; battery recharge and vehicle
load [64]; policy [65].

2.3. Research Contribution

Great attention received the development of ICT solutions inside the MaaS frameworks.
However, the evaluation of potential contributes of TSMs to plan and design MaaS services
started to be studied recently. There are some seminal papers in this specific area (see [10]),
which propose an integrated transport modelling framework to simulate the effects of
MaaS inside the transport system and attempt to incorporate MaaS-oriented features into
an integrated supply and demand activity-based model.

In the author’s opinion, the above one is an open research area where a specific studies
and analyses are necessary to incorporate MaaS concepts into transport supply models, in
order to adopt consolidated integrated design methods for S-MaaS services for reaching
sustainability goals.

This paper attempts to fill the aforementioned gaps by developing a framework
which explicitly considers and integrates NDP and VRP methodologies, presented in the
Section 2.2. The methods support actors to assume their decisions.

The main issue of the framework concerns the resources optimization in order to
guarantee the new mobility needs of people, or, in other words, to design a S-MaaS.

3. Design Methods for Supporting MaaS Policies Definition

MaaS policies definition require the support of transport networks design methods.
The design methods aim to improve the level of service, promoting the optimization of
economic, social and environmental sustainability objectives. According to the authors, the
methods are necessary for supporting S-MaaS design.

To pursue sustainability objectives for users, citizen and managers, it is necessary to
assume decisions concerning transport system elements. The decisions are translated into
control variable.
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The control variables for the generation of an optimal network configuration concern
the use of road areas (e.g., pedestrian, parking), the allocation of road lanes for vehicles, the
regulation at road junctions, the services frequencies and routes, pricing (e.g., parking fees,
road pricing). The constraints refer to regulatory, technical and behavioral components that
affect users’ behaviour (simulated by means of travel demand models).

The designed interventions belong to two categories: prescriptive and non-prescriptive.
Examples of prescriptive intervention are regulation of junctions, directions, tolls. Example
of non-prescriptive intervention is the information to users.

3.1. Problems

The MaaS policies definition implies different problems. The main problem concerns
the trade-off among different points of view and the effects of the decisions generally are
not additive and/or the effects have the same sign.

The MaaS policies definition is strictly connected to decision-making process in trans-
port system, involving three main components:

(i) involved actors, including different classes of public and private decision makers
and users;

(ii) evaluation methods, including models and procedures that support decision makers;
(iii) ICT tools, including technologies for monitoring and data-storage, info-mobility,

trip-planners and payment methods.
(iv) The number of actors involved in the design process is different between traditional

services and MaaS.

Three components may be identified in traditional services:

• Users,
• Citizens,
• Public Transport Authorities and Mobility Service Providers.

Four components may be identified in MaaS [6]:

• MaaS Platform,
• MaaS Operator,
• public or private or mix, and
• MaaS Users.

Five classes of components/actors are identified in this paper:

• MaaS Operator (MO),
• MaaS Companies (MCs),
• MasS Users (MUs),
• Citizens (C),
• System Manager/planner (SM).

Decision-makers require specific evaluation methods for supporting their decisions.
In particular, TSMs, NDP, and VRP allow decision-makers to estimate potential effects
produced by the implementation of their decisions in long and/or short-term scenarios.
Traditionally, TSMs and design methodologies are used by a single actor in order to
estimate effects of their decisions concerning a component of the system. In a S-MaaS
context, available methods play a relevant role in order to support shared decisions that
increase the capability of:

• supply management:

� fleet management operations of the MaaS Companies (MC),
� design of transport infrastructures (linear and punctual) and integrated mobil-

ity services,

• demand management; design and implementation of strategies to drive user’s behav-
ior (incentives and disincentives),
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• system (demand/supply) management: design of MaaS product, multimodal trip-
planning, dynamic pricing and incentives.

The decisions regard transport system elements and their features that influence user’s
behaviour. Modification of transport system’s elements could produce direct and indirect
effects, in relation to the actor’s objectives (outcomes and goals).

ICT tools have two different roles:

• monitor and store information and data useful to design the characteristics of the
integrated mobility services;

• provide information to users about available transport options tailored on their specific
mobility needs.

Information are useful in an accountability context to inform citizens about ex-ante
and ex-post evaluation related to sustainable mobility.

3.2. Methods

The section presents a framework for S-MaaS policies definition in presence of ITS.
Modelled and observed effects are the core of an Intelligent Transport System (ITS)

that supports the decision process, composed of three sub-processes (Figure 1):
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Figure 1. The framework to support S-MaaS policies definition.

a. Decision Making, a decision-making process where resources are needed to produce
and manage transport infrastructures and services; the process defines objectives and
constraints for the planning, programming and realisation phases;

b. Effects of decisions (modelled by DSS), a simulation process where potential effects
produced by decisions on transport system are estimated; a set of models, fed by
measured data, simulate user’ behaviour and travel choices in relation to planned
transport infrastructures and services; models constitute the core of a Decision Support
System (DSS) that support definition of control strategies designed in order to reach
objectives respecting constraints (this process is reported in Section 4);

c. Effects of decisions (measured by ICT), a measurement process where real effects pro-
duced by decisions on transport system are measured; a set of Information and
Communication.
Technologies (ICT) perform two different activities:

� ICT provide information on real system status at the instant t; the system is
an implementation of control strategies defined in the sub process b.) and it
includes available transport infrastructures and services for people and goods
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trips; transport users and its behaviours generate a new status of real system
at the instant t + ∆t;

� ICT measure effects on real system in the status registered at the instant t + ∆t;
the system results from real supply-demand interactions.

The integration between the two sub-process b. and c. constitutes an Intelligent
Transport System (ITS).

4. Service System Design Models

The description of the components, of the inputs and of the outputs of the proposed
method is reported in Figure 2. The inputs are the objectives connected to the three
sustainability components: economic, social, environment. The outputs are the optimal
services for passengers and freight (control or design variables).
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Figure 2. Transport System Models for services design (controller).

An optimization model (“what-to” approach) generates the best configuration to
apply, design and manage the supply system in order to reach the defined objectives. The
optimization approach is different from the simulation (or “what-if”) approach; where
some a-priori supply configurations are simulated and compared and the best configuration
is chosen.

Some constraints have to be defined in the optimization procedure. They are external
(i.e., rules, laws), technical (i.e., budget, vehicle type) and behavioral (i.e., passengers,
freight operators, manager choice). The behavioral constraints are non-linear and require a
more extended specific section for their description.

4.1. Control Variables

The methodology allows the design of the optimal configuration (respect the defined
objectives, Section 4.2) of the transport services inside a S-MaaS.

It is worth noting that the route for passenger vehicles cannot be designed considering
that it can be chosen with passenger individual decision with pre or en-route behaviour
(behaviour constraint, Section 4.4).

All the decision variables, from a math point of view, can be assumed reported in
a vector y of the control variables. Each variable is reported with a specific value that
represents the specific service configuration (i.e.,: the size of parking area in term of number
of parking space; the route for freight vehicles is reported with the node sequence).
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Each control variable has a feasible set. Considering the vector y of the control
variables, it can assume values in a defined and fixed feasible set ψcv (i.e., the number
of parking space must be positive and integer and cannot be higher than a fixed number
obtained from the availability areas defined for parking):

y ∈ ψcv (1)

4.2. Objectives

The sustainability has many components, but they are generally grouped in three
classes: economic, social and environment. The problem cannot be specified and solved
with in mono-criterion approaches. Many objectives, criteria and goals are defined and
they may be divergent in relation to the control variables some of them could increase
and some of them decrease with the variation of each control variables. A multi-criteria
optimization problem has to be formulated and more than one objective has to be specified.

The objectives are reported the vector of objective functions:

ϕ(y, f) (2)

with:

• y, vector of control variables;
• f, vector of internal variables, named traffic flows or the behavioral constraints

(Section 4.4).

The external parameters are considered as fixed in this problem (i.e., socio economic
data) and for this reason not explicitly reported in Equation (2) for simplicity sake.

The specification of the objectives is relative to the specific problem studied. In broad
terms, they allow to evaluating economic (i.e., travel time, monetary costs for users and
system manager, level of service, energy consumption), social (i.e., accessibility, incidents)
and environmental (i.e., pollutants emissions at well to tank and tank to well levels)
objectives.

The optimal solution y* is obtained with a constrained optimization problem (the
constraints are reported in Sections 4.3 and 4.4), where the minimum of the objective
function ϕ(y,f) is obtained respect the variation of the control variable y (it is equivalent
to say that y* is the value of the vector y in the minimum point of the objective function
ϕ(y,f)):

y* obtained from Minimumy ϕ(y,f) (3)

Therefore, the solution to the problem occurs through solution techniques that consider
more objectives/ criteria (e.g., multi-criteria methods, DEA). The solution procedure,
for real size system and real time solutions, requires heuristics methods, as reported in
Section 2.

4.3. External and Technical Constraints

External (E) and Technical (T) constraints represent the feasible set of the variables that
are not managed and designed in the problem. Some (not exhaustive) examples of these
constraints are: rule, law and procedure to be followed; type of vehicles (i.e., fully electric
vehicles, recharge time, recharge energy); number of available vehicles; monetary budget;
freight class restrictions, e.g., dangerous good; territorial characteristics; land use data;
touristic attraction; available areas of parking area and freight distribution center location.

The E and T constraints can be formulated in different ways. They are often linear
respect to the control (y) and the internal (f) variables.

From a mathematical point of view, y and f belong to two feasible sets, respectively
ψETy and ψETf:

y ∈ ψETy (4)

f ∈ ψETf (5)
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4.4. Behavioral Constraints

Constraints related to supply, demand and supply/demand transport system compo-
nents are identified:

• supply: a network approach is adopted. At each elements of the graph representing
network’s topology (nodes, links, performance) it is possible to associate a user cost
(Section 4.4.1);

• demand, constraints regard each level of travel choice (origin, destination, . . . )
(Section 4.4.2);

• demand/supply, constraints represent interactions among users and real operators
(Section 4.4.3).

A non-linear constraint is defined for internal variable f, relative to users’ behavior
and to strategy adopted for the system management. Users maximize the utility adopting
a subjective utility maximization; system manager minimize the management costs. Users
and system manager could adopt also strategy for economic, social and environmental
optimization. This constraint is not linear and requires the definition of a supply, demand
and demand/flow/cost consistency sub-models, reported in the next sections.

4.4.1. Supply

The transport supply defines the performances resulting from users and from infras-
tructures and services. The most consolidated modelling approach is based on topological
representation, or network model.

The supply model is defined with three equations [25]:

f = ∆ h (6)

g = ∆’ c (7)

c = Γ(f, y) (8)

with
c and g respectively the generalized link and path costs vectors, including monetary

cost, travel time, energy consumption;
f and h respectively the link and path flows vectors;
Γ the link-cost flow functions vector;
∆ the link path incidence matrix.

4.4.2. Demand

The travel demand defines users’ choices resulting from activities and infrastructure
and service performances. The existing models have different theoretical backgrounds for
passengers and freight.

The demand model is defined with thee equations [25]:

P(g,y) (9)

d(g,y) (10)

h = P(g,y) d(g,y) (11)

with
P(g,y) the demand-OD (Origin-Destination) functions matrix for path(route) choice

probability;
d(g,y) the demand-OD (Origin-Destination) vector for emission, distribution, modal

split values.
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4.4.3. Demand/Flow/Cost Consistency (Assignment Model)

According to the supply and demand models defined in the two previous sub-sections,
the Demand/Flow/Cost consistency model can be defined. The assignment model re-
produces the mutual interaction between users’ choices and infrastructure and service
performances.

Combining Equations (6) and (9)–(11), the following may be obtained:

f = ∆ P(g,y) d(g,y) (12)

By considering the Equations (7) and (8), the dependency of P and d from the link
flow and cost vectors may be expressed:

f = ∆ P(∆’ Γ(f,y), y) d (∆’ Γf,y), y) (13)

The Equation (13) defines the static dependency of the flow vector, f, from the link
cost function Γ (that depends on f and y), from the control variable y, and from some
independent values and functions of describing the transport system: ∆, P, Γ, d.

After defining a loading function ψf, Equation (13) can be reported in a compact form:

f = ψf(f,y) (14)

The flow vector has to be not negative and have to respect Equation (6). In a compact
form it can be reported that have to belong to the feasible set ψBf:

f ∈ ψBf (15)

In a dynamic context, the behavioural constraint should consider the temporal of the
evolution demand/flow/cost consistency. Two approaches can be adopted: within-day
and/or day-to-day models [66], respectively for intra-period or period-to-period variations.
The study of these models is out of the scope of this paper, considering that the general
formulation of Equation (14) does not change.

4.5. Optimization Model

The problem reported in the previous sections can be solved applying an optimization
model that considers (respectively) the models represented by Equations (1), (3)–(5), (14)
and (15). The optimization model can be specified as:

y∗ obtained from
Minimumy ϕ(y, f)

subject to
y ∈Ψcv

y ∈ΨETv

f ∈ΨETf

f ∈Ψf (f, y)
f ∈ΨBf

(16)

The optimization model (16) is formulated with a nonlinear objective function subject
to linear and nonlinear constraints. The control variables are mixed continuous and discrete.

5. Model Specification in a MaaS Context

This section reports the specification of the proposed design model in a MasS context,
identifying the variables and the constraints.

Each actor involved in MaaS implementation requires a sub set of methods and ICT
tools for performing their activities (Table 1). Table 1 reports only the main interactions,
because weak interactions are in every case active.
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Table 1. Main interaction between actors, evaluation methods and ICT.

(i)
Actor *

(ii) Methods (Models and Procedures) (iii) ICT Tools

Temporal
Scenarios

(Long/Short
Term)

Supply
Management

Supply
Design

Demand
Management

Demand/Supply
Management

Monitoring
and Storage

Info-
Mobility

Trip
Planner

Payment
Methods

MO X X X X X X X X
MCs X X X X X X X X
MUs X X X X X X X

C X X X X
SM X X X X X X X

* MO: MaaS Operator; MCs: MaaS Companies; MUs: MasS Users; C: Citizen; SM: System Manager/planner.

Evaluation methods support the actors in relation to a specific design’s problem related
to the individual or collective passenger mobility and the temporal future scenario at short
and/or long term. In relation to each mobility component, temporal scenario and decisions’
actors. Table 2 reports the transport system element that can be designed with the support
of the evaluation methods indicated in Table 1. Each element, and relative quantitative
attributes and features, constitutes the decision’s object of the actors. The decisions, after
their implementation, have an expected effect in the short and/or long term.

Table 2. Evaluation methods (ii) for transport system component design in relation to passenger
mobility.

Temporal
Scenario

Supply
Management

Supply
Design

Demand
Management

System
(Demand/Supply)

Management

Individual mobility
(as passenger)

short term vehicle route, zone zone, fares paths, routes, fares
long term infrastructure vehicle, infrastructure parking infrastructure

Individual mobility
(as driver)

short term intersection paths, routes,
intersection, zone zone, node, parking paths, routes, fares

long term infrastructure infrastructure zone infrastructure

Collective mobility
short term timetable stops, routes, timetable timetable, fare paths, routes,

timetable, fares
long term vehicle,

infrastructure vehicle, infrastructure vehicle,
infrastructure

vehicle,
infrastructure

5.1. Control Variables

In relation to mobility of people in MaaS context, the main control variables represent
the transport characteristics in terms of infrastructures (e.g., bus stop location, the parking
area location and size) and services (transit routes, timetables, vehicles, . . . ) and it can be
specified in relation to:

• collective transport services (Table 3);
• individual transport services, by distinguishing the case when user is a passenger

(Table 4a) or a driver (Table 4b).

For each variable there is an example with the indication of unit of measure (UoM).
Each variable represents an element of designed transport network (stops, links, paths,
routes, vehicles, timetable). Variables can be: discrete, if they represent for instance,
topological design elements: continuous, if they represent, for instance, temporal or spatial
design characteristics. In every case, it is necessary to operate a selection among the set
of variables, in order to represent the designed transport system element unequivocally.
For instance, it is possible to quantify the vehicle number in a transit line or the temporal
interval between two successive transit runs.
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Table 3. Main control variables: collective services.

Name Specification UoM Type * Graph Element * Involved
Actors * Example

Infrastructures
Localization Long/Lat C L

R
Spatial coverage

Quantity Length C L Physical extension
Features Binary (0/1) D L/N Road/urban rail

Stops Localization Long/Lat C N U/R Bus stops location
Services Binary (0/1) D N Express Bus, Tram, Taxy

Routes
Paths Binary (0/1) D L

U/R
Link sequence between stops

Sequence of paths Binary (0/1) D L Path sequence

Vehicle
Capacity Seats/vehicle C P

U/R
50 seats/vehicle
Air condition,

Features Binary (0/1) D P Zero emission

Timetable Frequencies runs/h C L U/R 12 runs/h
Schedule hh:mm C L Arrival time 08:21

Fares Pay as you go €/h C L/N U/R 1 €/h
Bundle €/month S 30 €/month

* C: Continuous; D: Discrete; N: Nodes; L: Links; S: System; P: Performances; U: Users; R: Real operators.

Table 4. (a) Main control variables: individual services as passenger. (b) Main control variables:
individual services as driver.

(a)

Name Specification UdM Type * Graph
Element *

Involved
Actors * Example

Infrastructures
Localization Long/Lat C L

R
Spatial coverage

Quantity Length C L Physical extension
Features Binary (0/1) D L/N Smart road

Routes Paths Binary (0/1) D L U/R
Link sequence (between two

stops)
Sequence of paths Binary (0/1) D L Path sequence

Vehicle Capacity Seats/vehicle C P U/R 4 seats/vehicle
Features Binary (0/1) D P Air condition, Zero emission

Zone
Boundaries Long/Lat C N/L

U/R
Low Emission Zone

Authorized
vehicles Binary (0/1) D L Low Emission Vehicles

Rates €/h C S 5 €/h

Fares Pay as you go €/h C L/N U/R 1 €/h
Bundle €/month S 30 €/month

(b)

Name Specification UdM Type * Graph
Element

Involved
Actors * Example *

Infrastructures
Localization Long/Lat C L

R
Spatial coverage

Quantity Length C L Physical extension
Features Binary (0/1) D L/N Smart road

Intersection Localization Long/Lat C N U/R Intersection location
Services Binary (0/1) D N Signalized/not Signalized

Paths Sequence of links Binary (0/1) D L/N U/R Link sequence (between two
nodes)

Routes Paths Binary (0/1) D L U/R
Link sequence (between two

centroids)
Sequence of paths Binary (0/1) D L Path sequence

Zone
Boundaries Long/Lat C N/L

U/R
Low Emission Zone

Authorized
vehicles Binary (0/1) D L Low Emission Vehicles

Rates €/h C S 5 €/h

Parking
Localization Long/Lat C N

U/R
Parking location

Services Binary (0/1) D N Recharge point
Price €/h C N 1 €/h

* C: Continuous; D: Discrete; N: Nodes; L: Links; S: System; P: Performances; U: Users; R: Real operators.

5.2. Objectives

Table 5 reports the objectives’ specification in relation to sustainability components
and involved actors in the MaaS ecosystem.
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Table 5. Objectives expressed in relation to sustainability component and involved actors.

Sustainability
Components

Involved Actors *

MSPs MO MUs C/SM

Economic

Optimal use of
financial resources
(e.g., min transport

costs)

Maximisation of
platform’s user

(e.g., MaaS users)

Maximum satisfaction
of mobility user needs

(e.g., user’s
satisfaction)

Optimal use of
economic resources

(e.g., public fund
for transport services)

Social
Risk minimisation

for workers
(e.g., worker accidents)

Risk minimisation
for platform

(e.g., hacker attacks)

Maximum satisfaction
of social user needs
(e.g., accessibility to

workplaces)

Optimal use of social
resources (e.g.,

accessibility
to health facilities)

Environmental - -

Maximum satisfaction
of environmental user

attitudes
(e.g., energy

consumptions)

Optimal use of
environmental

resources
(e.g., energy for

transport)

* MO: MaaS Operator; MSPs: Mobility Service Provider; MUs: Users; C: Citizen; SM: system manager/planner.

5.3. External and Technical Constraints

Table 6 reports external and technical constraints’ specification in relation to MaaS and
transport system element.

Table 6. External and Internal (ET) constraints.

Components Description Example
(Unit of Measure)

External
constraints
(y ∈ ψETy)

for nodes Characteristics of recharge system (Volt)
for links Maximum speed limits (km/h)
for route Maximum route length (km) or time (h)

for system Allowed temporal windows (hh:mm
-hh:mm)

Internal
constraints
(f ∈ ψETf)

for nodes Maximum waiting time at stop (s)

for links Authorised vehicles in a road (e.g., only
EV)

for route Route capacity (veh/h)
for system Number of available vehicles (veh)

5.4. Behavioral Constraints and Optimization Model

As MaaS service design may be considered in the context of urban transport planning
at tactical level, the design could be supported by a static simulation of the transport
system. It represents and simulates the behavioural constraints. The designed variable is
the sequence of nodes of the road network, that is an input of the problem, by considering
an elastic demand respect to modal choice.

In the context of demand management, the dynamic simulation is useful to design a
multimodal route-planner tool, that provides real-time information to users about alterna-
tive travel to be chosen.

The optimization model (16) cannot be solved with exact methods in real-size systems
considering the current computation power and the available solution procedures. Some
meta-heuristic methods have been proposed and compared to find the solution of opti-
mization problem in transport field, as chon in [32]. The meta-heuristic procedures do not
guarantee the convergence on the optimal solutions; they find sub-optimal solutions in a
reasonable computation time.
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5.5. Models for Supporting S-MaaS Policies

The proposed modelling framework could support decision-makers in the definitions
of policies in terms of control variables (Section 5.1), to pursue the objectives (Section 5.2)
in the respect of the constrains (Sections 5.3 and 5.4).

The methods and models constitute the main element of DSS. The DSS requires
data obtained by means of ICT for the design the MaaS services and for the definition of
management and control strategies. DSS need to be used both for short-term forecasting
and for medium and long-term planning. The mere use of the observed data (e.g., big
data) without DSS is acceptable, when the transport system is configured and evolves in
ordinary conditions. When new scenarios and services have to be designed and forecasted,
DSS is necessary to support the design and plan (MaaS) services in a forecasted system
configuration.

On the other hand, ICT is fundamental in a MaaS context because technologies operate
as service supply integrator and is crucial in providing information to users and in support
the system manager in designing sustainable services.

The integration between DSS and ICT constitute an Intelligent Transport System (ITS)
that support decision makers in the specific case of designing and planning a S-MaaS.

6. Conclusions

MaaS is a recent concept that is spreading inside the transport sector, mainly due
to a couple of general trends. The first is the general attitude towards ownership, that
supported the birth and the evolution of the sharing economy and of the “as-a-service”
approach. The second is the technological development and the availability of modern
digital solutions.

Moreover, MaaS imposes to restructure the current mono-(or multi-)modal supply of
transport services and to move towards new business models, with the creation of (virtual)
mobility operators able integrate the services supplied by the single transport operators
into a single service.

The paper presents the methods to be adopted for the design of an integrated trans-
port service system. The consolidated design and assessment methodologies to support
transportation planning, such as TSMs, NDP and VRP, have been extended in the context
of the S-MaaS. In particular, the paper proposes a framework to support S-MaaS policies
definition and implementation.

The core element of the proposed framework is an optimization model, based on
the so-called “what-to” approach, which generates the best configuration to apply, design
and manage the supply of transport services in order to reach the defined objectives. The
inputs of the optimization model are the objectives connected to the three sustainability
components: economic, social, environment, while the outputs are the optimal services
for passengers, defined by the control or design variables. The model is subject to some
constraints.

Objectives, control variables and constraints are specified for the MaaS context, in
particular:

• the objectives are expressed in relation to each sustainability component (social, eco-
nomic and environmental), and to the involved actors;

• the control variables and the constraints for the users are expressed for the collective
services, individual services as passenger, and individual services as driver;

• the constraints are further classified in external (i.e., rules, laws) and internal (i.e.,
budget, vehicle type); the behavioural constrain (i.e., passengers, freight operators,
manager choice) is expressed by means of the formalization the three components of
the TSM: the supply model, the demand model, the assignment model.

The paper formalizes the general features of the proposed framework, that needs
to be specified, calibrated and validated in the modelling components and applied in an
experimental case studies.
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The proposed modelling framework contributes to support decision-makers to es-
timate potential effects produced by actions on transport system (e.g., services, pricing,
incentives).

Future work will concern the following directions. The first concerns the specification
and calibration of some modelling components in experimental MaaS case studies (e.g.,
MaaS vs. traditional transport services choice models, . . . ). The second regards the
integration of the proposed framework with ICT in order to incorporate Maas-oriented
services inside a ITS environment. The third regards the experimentation of the proposed
modelling framework in order to improve the knowledge and the practice about MaaS.
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